
We are happy to announce evaLIGHT plus EV-1500, a brand new model that is our re-developed 
world’s first evaporative personal air cooler. The older device has proven itself to be a bestseller over 
the years, so we have implemented significant enhancements and all the collected user feedback 
to make it even better.

Starting with visual appearance, we have kept the unique control wheel and screen that doubles 
as a button. However the old blue LCD screen has been replaced with a stylish B&W LED screen 
that’s also bigger in size.

The front grill is adjustable now allowing you to place the device anywhere you’d like and tune 
the airflow direction to your position.

The device is a little bit bigger now, our Engineering team has managed to make the difference as 
small as 1 cm yet achieving the water tank enlargement from 750 ml to 1000 ml! That being said, 
evaLIGHT plus EV-1500 can work up to 3 hours longer on one refill (depending on the external 
weather conditions that is).

The size change has also made it possible for the device to be quieter, the difference is quite 
noticeable especially at the min fan speeds.

Our Engineering team has also taken into account all the feedback that we’ve gathered throughout 
the years of producing the world’s first personal evaporative cooler evaLIGHT EV-1000. Thus the 
water level notification has been replaced with a more useful, according to our customers, feature 
such as a Sleep timer. You can now set your device to work for a certain time period and get back 
to your tasks or rest.

Also the device will now let you know if the supplied power level is not sufficient enough with a 
power level notification, so that you can use another one that fits the min requirements.

Last but not least, the water supply system. It has been significantly re-developed to an enhanced 
leakage-proof system.
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